End of Chapter 2

Preston Christopher Lawrence and Mary J. Blige in “Power Book II: Ghost”
“Power” was created and produced by Courtney A. Kemp (“The Good Wife”) in collaboration with Curtis “50 Cent” Jackson (“Fleecancers,” 2012) and aired from 2014 to 2020. The series follows the story of James “Ghost” St. Patrick (Omari Hardwick, “For Colored Girls,” 2010), who was an intelligent drug dealer trying to leave the criminal world behind to pursue a legitimate business as a nightclub owner. All the while, he evaded arrest and his crumbling family life.

Meanwhile, his son had plenty of other plans and problems stemming from his father’s world. On top of that, Tariq deals with his own dilemmas, chief among which involves his love interest, Evan (LaToya Tonodeo, “The Oath,” 2018), part of the Tejada family, with whom Tariq has a (quite literal) love-hate relationship.

Tariq transitions from a side character in “Power” to a morally grey anti-hero in “Power Book II.” It’s a role that, given Tariq’s facade, acted as an actor who could grasp the character’s complex and conflicting emotions—something Rainey Jr. does with ease.

After freeing Monet from the death penalty and putting her into witness protection, Tariq faked his Uncle Tommy’s (Joseph Sikora, “Shutter Island,” 2010) death. Yes, Tommy is “dead,” but he’ll no doubt be back—he has a score to settle with the two of them, after all. To make matters more complicated, just because there’s been an effort to save Monet doesn’t mean there isn’t bad blood between her and Tariq. The young man now appears rather stuck; he knows that making Monet disappear would be an end to his grief, but he also feels a sense of duty toward her.

“In Power Book II,” family is hardly family. It’s a business. Tariq entered a world he’s trying to get out of, not unlike his father, and in the meantime, he’s become a businessman, a high-performing drug dealer and a killer (rather also like “Ghost”). But he’s still just a kid. Rainey Jr. also rose to fame as a kid. At 10 years old he starred in the Italian film “Un altro mondo” (2010), even learning to speak Italian for the role. Since then, he has worked alongside Hollywood household names Danny Glover (“The Drummer,” 2020), Charles Dutton (“Carter High,” 2015) and Nicholas Cage (“Pig,” 2021), to name a few.

---

**THE POWER OF TV:**

**‘Ghost’ comes home to roost in season finale**

By Rachel Jones
TV Media

The crime-drama series “Power Book II: Ghost” began its own seat-edge narrative just six months after the original series, “Power,” wrapped up its sixth and final season in February 2020. Now at the end of its second season, the cast and crew are preparing to deliver an action-packed finale fans won’t want to miss. “Power Book II: Ghost” Season 1 was to close on Sunday, Nov. 21, on Starz.

In a shocking, pseudo-Shakespearian move, fans looked on as Tariq (Michael Rainey Jr., “The Butler,” 2013) killed his father, Ghost, in Season 1. As he dealt with the consequences of his actions, Monet (Mary J. Blige, “Mudbound,” 2017), the Tejada family matriarch, was left to take the fall for Ghost’s murder, and now she’s without her trusted bodyguard, Ovel (Preston Christopher Lawrence, “The Punisher”).

Ever since the murder, Tariq has been battling haunting reflections of the father he killed, the mother he doomed and the life he chose.

So far, Tariq has struggled to save his family business. While trying to obey Monet’s wishes and attend high school, the ruthless Tejada family’s interest in witness protection, Evan (LaToya Tonodeo, “The Oath,” 2018), part of the Tejada family, with whom Tariq has a (quite literal) love-hate relationship.

Tariq transitions from a side character in “Power” to a morally grey anti-hero in “Power Book II.” It’s a role that, given Tariq’s facade, acted as an actor who could grasp the character’s complex and conflicting emotions—something Rainey Jr. does with ease.

---

**SOUTHERN STATES**

Carroll County Coop. Inc.

**Hillsville Branch**
P.O. Box 98
Hillsville, VA 24343
(276) 728-2912
Fax: (276) 728-3421

**Galax Branch**
201 Meadow St.
Galax, VA 24333
(276) 236-2181
Fax: (276) 238-0964

**Wytheville Branch**
105 Industrial Rd.
Wytheville, VA 24382
(276) 228-3401
Fax: (276) 228-3143
Seven

When bodies are found near inscriptions of the words “gluttony” and “greed,” Dets. Morgan Seager (Michael) and Mills (Brad Pitt) are led to a killer who is selecting victims based on the seven deadly sins in this David Fincher-directed classic cult.

Red 2

A sequel to the 2010 film starring the same cast, this action film follows the escape team of retired C.I.A. agents who come together once again to locate a missing nuclear device. Bruce Willis, Helen Mirren, John Malkovich and Anthony Hopkins star.

Lester Holt hosts “Dateline NBC”

**FRIDAY BEST BETS**

**Men in Black: International**

Back with a new generation of agents, the Men in Black are faced with their biggest task yet. Accustomed to fighting against the threat of alien invasion, the agents must now protect the world from a mole in their own organization. Chris Hemsworth stars.

**Dateline NBC**

NBC news anchor Lester Holt and a team of journalists present the news of the week along with fascinating human interest stories, ground-breaking interviews and hard-hitting investigations in this long-running, prime-time news magazine staple.
**CONAIR**

35 AMC 1:30 pm

Cameron Poe (Nicolas Cage) went to prison for accidentally killing a man. Once released, he is put aboard a plane filled with the worst of America's criminals. When they hijack the flight, Poe tries to take over with the help of a federal marshal.

**GLORIA BELL**

728 show 2:15 pm

Oz the Great and Powerful

(42) SYFY 12:00 pm
James Franco, Mila Kunis and Michelle Williams star in this visually stunning prequel to the 1939 classic “The Wizard of Oz.” The film reveals the origin story of the Wizard of Oz (Franco), a sideshow magician who’s whisked off to Oz in a hot air balloon.

 Barefoot Contessa: Back to Basics

(67) FOOD 12:30 pm
Ina Garten prepares a seafood spread in this new episode, and she starts with a one-pot crab and pea risotto. Later, she makes baked cod with a garlic and herb Ritz crumb, potato galettes with smoked salmon and a delicious lobster BLT sandwich.

SUNDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 21, 2021

SUNDAY NIGHT AMERICAN MUSIC AWARDS

Ariana Grande among those nominated at the 49th Annual American Music Awards

The 49th Annual American Music Awards

(7) WXLV 8:00 pm
The best in American music gather to celebrate their achievements in the industry during this award show presentation. Now in its 49th year, artists nominated include Ariana Grande, Ed Sheeran, BTS, Drake, Doja Cat, Olivia Rodrigo, Lil Nas X and more.

Football

(11) WXXI 8:20 pm
The Pittsburgh Steelers take on the Los Angeles Chargers in this primetime game airing live from SoFi Stadium in Inglewood, Calif. Tied at one point this season for games won and lost, the two teams should be fairly evenly matched with one another.

SUNDAY BULLETIN BETS
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BRAVO

34 The Real Housewives: of the Orange County (10) Reunion Special (CC) (N)
35 The Real Housewives: of New York City (10) Reunion Special (CC) (N)
37 The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills (10) Reunion Special (CC) (N)
}

ABC

35 1-800-My-Video (1996) (N)
36 A Very Christmas Town (20) (N)
37 A Very Christmas Holiday (20) (N)
38 A Very Christmas Night (20) (N)
39 A Very Christmas Special (20) (N)

AMC

35 A Very Christmas Special (20) (N)
36 A Very Christmas Special (20) (N)
37 A Very Christmas Special (20) (N)
38 A Very Christmas Special (20) (N)
39 A Very Christmas Special (20) (N)

CW

35 1-800-My-Video (1996) (N)
36 A Very Christmas Town (20) (N)
37 A Very Christmas Holiday (20) (N)
38 A Very Christmas Night (20) (N)
39 A Very Christmas Special (20) (N)

CNBC

35 1-800-My-Video (1996) (N)
36 A Very Christmas Town (20) (N)
37 A Very Christmas Holiday (20) (N)
38 A Very Christmas Night (20) (N)
39 A Very Christmas Special (20) (N)

CNBC

35 1-800-My-Video (1996) (N)
36 A Very Christmas Town (20) (N)
37 A Very Christmas Holiday (20) (N)
38 A Very Christmas Night (20) (N)
39 A Very Christmas Special (20) (N)

CMT

35 1-800-My-Video (1996) (N)
36 A Very Christmas Town (20) (N)
37 A Very Christmas Holiday (20) (N)
38 A Very Christmas Night (20) (N)
39 A Very Christmas Special (20) (N)

FOX

35 1-800-My-Video (1996) (N)
36 A Very Christmas Town (20) (N)
37 A Very Christmas Holiday (20) (N)
38 A Very Christmas Night (20) (N)
39 A Very Christmas Special (20) (N)

FS1

35 1-800-My-Video (1996) (N)
36 A Very Christmas Town (20) (N)
37 A Very Christmas Holiday (20) (N)
38 A Very Christmas Night (20) (N)
39 A Very Christmas Special (20) (N)

FS2

35 1-800-My-Video (1996) (N)
36 A Very Christmas Town (20) (N)
37 A Very Christmas Holiday (20) (N)
38 A Very Christmas Night (20) (N)
39 A Very Christmas Special (20) (N)

FSN

35 1-800-My-Video (1996) (N)
36 A Very Christmas Town (20) (N)
37 A Very Christmas Holiday (20) (N)
38 A Very Christmas Night (20) (N)
39 A Very Christmas Special (20) (N)
### WEEKDAY DAYTIME NOVEMBER 22, 2021 TO NOVEMBER 26, 2021

Field Research

AGRONOMY  SCIENCES  NUTRITION
ANATOMY  ECOLOGY  ROBOTICS
ARCHAEOLOGY  GENETICS  SOCIOLOGY
OLOGY  GENOMICS  TAXONOMY
ASTRONOMY  GEOLOGY  THERMO-DYNAMICS
BIOLOGY  GEOPHYSICS  DYNAMICS
BOTANY  HISTOLOGY  UROLOGY
CARTOGRAPHY  KINETICS  VIROLOGY
EARTH  METALLURGY  ZOOLOGY
WHAT'S NEW ON DISNEY+

"Hawkeye"

Don’t miss the latest dive into another super-story when “Hawkeye” debuts Wednesday, Nov. 24, on Disney+. Taking place after the events of “Avengers: End Game” (2019), “Hawkeye” is the fifth new television series in the Marvel Cinematic Universe. Based on the Marvel source comics, the series stars Jeremy Renner (“The Hurt Locker,” 2008) reprising his role as Clint Barton, aka Hawkeye, an expert archer and marksman who doesn’t technically have any superhuman powers, but who has turned his body into a versatile, deadly weapon. While Barton may have retired as Hawk-eye and the worst villain of all may be gone, the Avengers are still fighting crime, this time with a younger group of heroes. Young archer Kate Bishop (Hailee Steinfeld, “True Grit,” 2010) has taken on the role of Hawkeye with the Avengers, and the two are soon forced to work together to take down enemies from Barton’s past. The series explores more of Barton’s time as his alter ego, Ronin (as seen in “Endgame”), while the unlikely duo take on their enemies, hoping to make it home in time for Christmas. Created by Jona-than Ila (”Mad Men”), the series is directed by Rhys Thomas (“Saturday Night Live”) and duo Bert and Bertie (“Troop Zero,” 2019). "Hawkeye" also stars Florence Pugh (“Lettie-Women,” 2019), Vera Farmiga (“The Many Saints of Newark,” 2021), Zahn McClarnon (“A Black Lady Sketch Show”), and Paul Rudnick (“Steven Universe”).

“Duck the Halls: A Mickey Mouse Christmas Special” (2016)

Fly right into the holiday spirit with “Duck the Halls: A Mickey Mouse Christmas Special,” streaming on Disney+ beginning Friday, Nov. 26. Donald Duck (Tony Anselmo, “DuckTales”), after years of flying south for the winter, is tired of never getting to spend the holidays with his friends and missing out on all that Christmas has to offer. Determined to make up for lost time and have the ultimate Christmas experience, Donald refuses to fly south with Daisy (Tress MacNeille, “The Simpsons”) and his other feathered friends. It’s all fun, games and holiday cheer until the cold starts to get to him. So, when Donald starts to get sick, it’s up to Mickey (Chris Diamantopoulos, “The Three Stooges,” 2012) and his friends to get the duck down south before he gets hypothermia. This holiday special is directed and written by Alonso Ramirez Ramos (“Steven Universe”) and Paul Rudish (“Mickey Mouse”), with a story by Darrick Bachman (“The Wonderful World of Mickey Mouse”). Bill Farmer (“A Goofy Movie,” 1995), Russ Taylor (“Who Framed Roger Rabbit,” 1988), Corey Burton (“Her cules,” 1997), John Kassir (“Pet’s Dragon,” 2016) and Kevin Michael Richardson (“Lilo & Stitch,” 2002) voice star alongside Rudish.

WHAT'S NEW ON NETFLIX

“Waffles + Mochi Holiday Feast”

Television’s most curious and cuddly chefs return in the new holiday special “Waffles + Mochi Holiday Feast,” premiering on the streamer on Tuesday, Nov. 23. Whimsical grocery store workers Waffles (Michelle Zamora, “A Black Lady Sketch Show”) and Mochi (Russ Walko, “Mystery Science Theatre 3000”) are off on an all-new adventure to explore the big, wide world of food and where it comes from. In this new special, Waffles makes up his own holiday called Freezie Day to celebrate all things frozen food. But when all of their co-workers from the grocery store invite themselves over for a holiday feast, Waffles and Mochi have to scramble to get enough food to feed all of their friends. Mochi goes on an adventure to gather the food while Waffles entertains the guests at home, and together the two learn all about holiday traditions from around the world. Produced by former president and first lady Barack and Michelle Obama’s Higher Ground Productions, “Waffles + Mochi Holiday Feast” stars Michelle Obama (“We the People”), Taleia Gilliam (“Willa Mae, the Church Lady Vampire Slayer,” 2009), Lyric Lewis (“A.P. Bio”), Andy Hayward (“Carl’s Car Wash”), Jonathan Kidder (“Pink Sweat,” 2009), Piotr Michalak’s (“Wizards”) and Diona Elise Burnett (“Choice,” 2017). The series is created by Erika Thormahlen (“Pet Therapy,” 2014) and Jeremy Konner (“Ghost Girls”)

“Do Boy Called Christmas” (2021)


WHAT'S NEW ON DISCOVERY+

“Chasing Ghislaine”

Dig deeper into a harrowing true crime story when the new discovery+ docuseries “Chasing Ghislaine” makes its debut on Monday, Nov. 22, on the Discovery-owned streamer. The docuseries focuses on Ghislaine Maxwell, the former romantic partner and alleged accomplice of disgraced financier and convicted sex offender Jeffrey Epstein, and what exactly her role may have been within his seedy, criminal organization. After his arrest and subsequent suicide, which many consider to be extremely suspicious, the larger conversation shifted to the power, money and influence involved in covering up the reaches of Epstein’s sex trafficking ring. The lives and reputations of many international wealthy elite are on the line as the story unfolds, and this series digs into exactly what lengths these high-profile and powerful individuals may go to in order to keep their names out of the news. With Maxwell centered as the potential string to unravel it all, the three-part series shines a light on the deplorable actions of those involved and the extent to which the conspiracy itself evolved while awaiting Max- well’s criminal trial. From Blackfin and James Patterson Entertainment, “Chasing Ghislaine” comes from executive producer James Patterson (“Jeffrey Epstein: Filthy Rich”).
Across
1. Dick Van ___
5. British actress Thompson
9. Legal scholar's deg.
12. Appear to be
13. NHL player's objective
14. Melted glace
15. Sitcom about a family with six children
18. Swung by
19. Iraqi port city
21. Give for a time
22. Reasons to call a plumber
23. Western film
27. Mork's planet
28. Norma ___ (Sally Field role)
29. Heart of Quebec?
32. 31 Down nut
34. Wriggly fish
37. Jeweler's glass
38. Drama that broke viewership records when it premiered in 2013
41. "Mayans M.C." parent series
44. Down for the count
45. Suffix with symp-
tom
46. Clothing line
47. The "I" of T.G.I.F.
48. MacLachlan of "Twin Peaks"
49. "The Simpsons'" Krabappel

Down
2. Slangy affirmative
3. Sentimental token
4. Hop on a ship
5. Melodramatic out-
burst
6. Relating to form
7. Uncertain contraction
8. Moby-Dick, for one
9. German film propagandist Riefenstahl
10. Milky prefix
11. "How stupid of me!"
16. Narrow inlets
17. Food safety org.
19. Legislative group
20. Dynamic prefix
24. Crushed
25. "Wynonna ___"
26. Hollywood star Russo
30. One-eighties
31. Valuable lumber
32. Thomas ___ Edison
33. Sandpaper quality
35. Like some goals
36. Slow mover
38. Carrot or ginger
39. Added details
40. Fairy tale opener
41. Hit the slopes
42. Solo in the stars
43. Vocalist Sumac

Solution on page 16
By Michelle Rose  
TV Media

Life after ‘Scandal’: Actress Kerry Washington (“Little Fires Everywhere”) has several projects coming down the pipeline, including a star turn in Netflix’s “The School For Good and Evil” (2022) and a producer-director role in the upcoming Hulu series “Reasonable Doubt.” But Washington isn’t the only “Scandal” alum who’ll be popping up on our screens in 2022.

Fresh off Fox’s “Prodigal Son,” Bellamy Young — a.k.a. first lady/President Melody “Mellie” Grant in “Scandal” — is returning to ABC with a role in “Promised Land,” which is on track to premiere Monday, Jan. 24.

The series, which stars John Ortiz (“American Gangster,” 2007) in the lead role, has been described as an “epic, generation-spanning drama about two Latinx families vying for wealth and power in California’s Sonoma Valley.” Young will play the role of hotel magnate Margaret Honeycroft, who is the longtime nemesis of Ortiz’s character, vineyard owner Joe Sandovalo.

ABC has also welcomed Jeff Perry — better known to “Scandal” fans as Chief of Staff/Vice-President Cyrus Beene — back into the fold. Perry recently boarded a new untitled drama that was ordered to pilot back in September. He’s been tapped as the male lead opposite series star Hilary Swank (“Away”), whose character is a disgraced journalist who finds redemption after moving to Alaska and joining a daily newspaper in Anchorage — a newspaper run by her former colleague, played by Perry.

That project is still in the pilot stage but would likely air in the 2022-23 broadcast season. In the meantime, look for Perry to appear in Shonda Rhimes’ upcoming limited series “Inventing Anna,” which reunites him with “Scandal” costar Katie Lowes (she played Quinn).

“Inventing Anna” should arrive on Netflix sometime in the new year.

Ranger down: “Walker” is just barely into its second season, but already some big changes may be coming to CW’s reimagining of “Walker, Texas Ranger.”

Former “General Hospital” actress Lindsey Morgan, who plays Texas Ranger Micki Ramirez on the show, recently made the surprise announcement that she is exiting the series for “personal reasons.”

In a statement, Morgan explained: “After much thoughtful consideration and introspection, I have made the incredibly difficult decision to step away from my role as Micki Ramirez on ‘Walker’ for personal reasons, and I am eternally grateful to have the support of the producers, CBS Studios, and the CW in allowing me to do so.”

She continued: “The opportunity to play Micki has truly been a blessing, as has working alongside the incredible cast and crew of this terrific series. Please know that I will continue to root for my TV family and wish them all the best.”

No word yet on when Morgan’s final episode as a series regular will air, but it is possible that audiences could see her return at some point as a guest star.

The decision to return would be up to Morgan, of course, but that possibility was mentioned in the supportive joint statement that was issued by CBS Studios and CW: “We respect and support Lindsey Morgan’s decision to step away from her role as a series regular on ‘Walker’ and wish her only the best. She is a tremendously talented actress who will certainly be missed, and we will, of course, leave the door open for Micki to return.”

Showrunner/executive producer Anna Fricke (“Dawson’s Creek”) also came out in support of Morgan’s decision to step away, and said, “We truly support her and celebrate the impact she has had on this show,” while series star/executive producer Jared Padalecki (“Supernatural”) praised Morgan as “a wonderful person, inside and out” before adding, “I’m honored to consider her a friend.”

To Dubai: Bravo is expanding its Real Housewives franchise once more, and this time it’s going international.

To recap the franchise’s history, the original series, “The Real Housewives of Orange County,” has led to other installments set in New York City; Atlanta; New Jersey; Washington, D.C.; Beverly Hills; Miami; Potomac, Maryland; Dallas and Salt Lake City, as well as a more recent “Ultimate Girls Trip” edition.

The Real Housewives brand and format have also been licensed (a key distinction) to other networks that are based outside of the United States, which is how “The Real Housewives of Vancouver,” “The Real Housewives of Toronto” and other “global” iterations came to be.

But in terms of Bravo-produced installments, Dubai has been selected to be the franchise’s 11th city and its first overseas setting.

“Everything’s bigger in Dubai, and I couldn’t be more excited to launch Bravo’s first international Housewives series in a city I’ve been fascinated by for years, with an outstanding group of friends as our guides,” executive producer and “Watch What Happens Live” host Andy Cohen said in an official statement.

“The Real Housewives of Dubai” is set to premiere next year and it promises to focus on women “navigating their relationships, careers and supremely lavish and ultra-wealthy lifestyles in the United Arab Emirates.”

As for the cast, there’s been some speculation that Caroline Stanbury, who appears in Bravo’s “Ladies of London” and has a home in Dubai, might be on board, but expect more details to come.

By Michelle Rose  
TV Media

American Night

In New York City’s corrupt underground, the new head of a mafia family, Michael Rubino (Hirsch), inherits his father’s lucrative crime empire. With a penchant for creating art himself, Rubino soon faces off against art dealer and critic John Kaplan (Rhys Meyers) to hold control of an illustrious and exorbitantly priced painting by Andy Warhol, the Pink Marilyn, which has been recently mysteriously uncovered.

Struggling to keep his new self-named gallery from going under and well aware of the dangerous criminals out to capture the painting, Kaplan knows that securing this coveted work of art could change his entire career trajectory.


Raging Fire

Star detective of the Regional Crime Unit Cheung Sung-bong (Yen) finds himself still dealing with the emotional turmoil of a deadly incident three years ago that left a suspect dead and his former protégé, Ngo (Tse), behind bars due to Bong’s own testimony. When Ngo emerges from prison commanding a formidable and dangerous gang comprised of former cops and other criminals, Bong’s past comes back to haunt him, and Ngo is set on a violent path of revenge and destruction.


By Michelle Rose  
TV Media

Emile Hirsch in “American Night”
MNX MONDAY BETS

Hedgehogs

(5) fx 7:30 am
Chevy Chase, Jon Heder and Karl Wahlgren voice star in this animated film from director Jimmey Huang. The strongest and most arrogant hedgehog in his tribe. When he loses his memory in a fight, Kobe takes off on a harrowing adventure.

Let’s Make a Deal

(9) WFMY 10:00 am
Tiffany Coyne and Jonathan Manum join this hit game show’s hilarious host, Wayne Brady, in welcoming costumed audience members to the fun. Contestants make increasingly risky deals with the host in an effort to win big money and amazing prizes.

Wayne Brady hosts “Let’s Make a Deal”

MNX MONDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 22, 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WCWG</td>
<td>Modern Ram Modern Ram Goldberg Goldberg Sheldon Sheldon</td>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDBF</td>
<td>Modern Ram Modern Ram Goldberg Goldberg Sheldon Sheldon</td>
<td>5:30 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WXYZ</td>
<td>The List (2015, Religious) The List (2015, Religious)</td>
<td>8:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARM</td>
<td>The Voice Top Talent (19, Religious)</td>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STARZ</td>
<td>Touched by an Angel The List (2015, Religious)</td>
<td>10:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFMY</td>
<td>Five A Day News (N) (CC) News (N) News (N)</td>
<td>11:00 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Love It or List It

(67) HGTV 1:00 pm
An afternoon of real estate kicks off with this rebroadcast. A couple who rushed into buying their first home has now realized they don’t have space to host their family for gatherings. She wants something new and spacious, but he’d prefer to remodel.

Christmas Cookie Challenge

(67) food 10:00 pm
This competition series’ five cookie makers take sweet treats to a whole new level when they are tasked to create hot-cocoa mugs out of cookies in this new episode. Later, Ree Drummond and Eddie Jackson ask the contestants to make cookie self-portraits.
The Queen

Helen Mirren stars as the stiff-upper-lipped Queen Elizabeth II in this riveting and emotional royal drama. After the untimely death of Princess Diana, the royal family finds themselves at odds with then-prime minister Tony Blair (Michael Sheen).

Grease

Set in the 1950s, new student Sandy (Olivia Newton-John) is having trouble fitting in at Rydell High. To make matters worse, when she’s reunited with her summer love, he acts like he’s too cool for her. John Travolta also stars in this classic musical.

New Amsterdam

Based on Eric Manheimer’s novel “Twelve Patients: Life and Death at Bellevue Hospital,” this medical drama returns for more of Season 4 in this episode. Ryan Eggold, Janet Montgomery, Freema Agyeman and Jocko Sims star as the hospital’s department heads.

The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug

Bilbo Baggins (Martin Freeman) continues on his grand adventure in this film trilogy’s second installment. Directed by Peter Jackson, this adventure chronicles Bilbo’s efforts to reclaim Erebor. Ian McKellen returns to his role as Gandalf the Grey.

Freema Agyeman stars in “New Amsterdam”
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**WEDNESDAY BEST BETS**

**Lady in the Water**

7:00 PM - HBO

Paul Giamatti, Bryce Dallas Howard and Jeffrey Wright star in this suspenseful thriller from director M. Night Shyamalan. Another world is uncovered when a man discovers a woman who appears to be living in the swimming pool of his apartment complex.

**The Bucket List**

4:00 PM - AMC

Jack Nicholson and Morgan Freeman star in this geriatric adventure comedy from director Rob Reiner. Deciding to make the most of the life they have left, two men leave their deadbods and take a road trip together, crossing items off their bucket lists.

*Ryan from “My 600-lb Life.”*

---

**WEDNESDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 24, 2021**

**BROADCAST** | **TW** | **4 PM** | **5 PM** | **6 PM** | **7 PM** | **8 PM** | **9 PM** | **10 PM** | **11 PM** | **11:30 PM**
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
WCWX | 4 | Modern Family | Modern Family | Modern Family | Modern Family | Modern Family | Modern Family | Modern Family | Modern Family | Modern Family
WGBY | 2 | Goldberg | Goldberg | Goldberg | Goldberg | Goldberg | Goldberg | Goldberg | Goldberg | Goldberg
CMT | 38 | The Queen Carnival | Last Man | Last Man | Last Man | Last Man | Last Man | Last Man | Last Man | Last Man
COM | 38 | South Park | South Park | South Park | South Park | South Park | South Park | South Park | South Park | South Park
NICKJR | 14 | Machines | Machines | Machines | Machines | Machines | Machines | Machines | Machines | Machines
PARMT | 50 | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced
TNT | 50 | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced
HIST | 51 | Counting Cars | Counting Cars | Counting Cars | Counting Cars | Counting Cars | Counting Cars | Counting Cars | Counting Cars | Counting Cars
TCM | 57 | From the Mixed Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler | From the Mixed Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler | From the Mixed Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler | From the Mixed Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler | From the Mixed Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler | From the Mixed Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler | From the Mixed Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler | From the Mixed Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler | From the Mixed Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler
FX | 58 | From the Amazing Spider-Man | From the Amazing Spider-Man | From the Amazing Spider-Man | From the Amazing Spider-Man | From the Amazing Spider-Man | From the Amazing Spider-Man | From the Amazing Spider-Man | From the Amazing Spider-Man | From the Amazing Spider-Man
TOON | 60 | Crazy Cray | Crazy Cray | Crazy Cray | Crazy Cray | Crazy Cray | Crazy Cray | Crazy Cray | Crazy Cray | Crazy Cray
HALL | 62 | The Santa Clause | The Santa Clause | The Santa Clause | The Santa Clause | The Santa Clause | The Santa Clause | The Santa Clause | The Santa Clause | The Santa Clause
FOOD | 68 | Game of Thrones | Game of Thrones | Game of Thrones | Game of Thrones | Game of Thrones | Game of Thrones | Game of Thrones | Game of Thrones | Game of Thrones
HGTV | 89 | Property Brothers | Property Brothers | Property Brothers | Property Brothers | Property Brothers | Property Brothers | Property Brothers | Property Brothers | Property Brothers
BSSE-WC | 70 | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced
EI | 70 | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced
WE | 74 | NCB | NCB | NCB | NCB | NCB | NCB | NCB | NCB | NCB
WGN | 77 | Blue Bloods (N) | Blue Bloods (N) | Blue Bloods (N) | Blue Bloods (N) | Blue Bloods (N) | Blue Bloods (N) | Blue Bloods (N) | Blue Bloods (N) | Blue Bloods (N)
HBO | 79 | NCIS | NCIS | NCIS | NCIS | NCIS | NCIS | NCIS | NCIS | NCIS
MAX | 80 | Move | Move | Move | Move | Move | Move | Move | Move | Move
SHOW | 82 | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced
TMC | 84 | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced
STARZ | 750 | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced | To Be Announced

---

**My 600-lb Life**

4:00 PM - TLC

Another new episode of this long-running hit reality series airs tonight. Now in its ninth season, the show follows a series of markedly obese people who are each fighting to get healthy enough to qualify for a life-changing bariatric surgery.

**A Saturday Night Live Thanksgiving**

9:00 PM - WXXI

In what has become an annual TV tradition featuring some of the most famous comedic actors of all time across several of “SNL’s” most popular sketches, this American Thanksgiving special features 44 seasons of gratitude-based holiday comedy.
In this reboot of the beloved franchise, Jurassic Park is up and running. Marty McFly (Michael J. Fox) travels back in time with help from an eccentric scientist (Christopher Lloyd) in this sci-fi trilogy. Marty meets his high-school-age parents and must ensure they fall in love, otherwise he will be erased from existence.
Sudoku

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 3x3 box contains the digits 1 through 9.
Solution on page 16.
THE CONNECTION WITH NEWSPAPER MEDIA

No matter how consumers receive their newspapers – whether in print or online, on smartphones or tablets – readers rely on newspaper media for their local news, advertising and other information. In today’s opt-out world, consumers opt in to newspapers.

More than 160 million U.S. adults read a print or digital newspaper each week.

NEARLY 7 IN 10!

More than 100 million adults visited a newspaper website in the past month.

Newspapers are the #1 source of local news & information in 11 of 16 major news topics.

54% of newspaper media consumers use two or more platforms to access their newspaper content.

58% of people ages 18-34 have read a newspaper in print or online in the past week.

54% of newspaper media consumers say they’ve taken actions based on newspaper advertising, and 66% of newspaper users acted on a newspaper digital ad.

In the past month, 79% of all U.S. adults say they’ve taken actions based on newspaper advertising, and 66% of newspaper users acted on a newspaper digital ad.

Screen Scramble

Unscramble the letters for each word to reveal five movies and TV shows. Then, rearrange the circled letters to discover the actor who has appeared in all five.

ENNI REFPCTE TGSNSERA

AKLCB AMYNDO

LYAL AMBCEL

AARDET NFGRHD

YRCSA VOIEM

Crossword Solution

D Y K E E M M A L L D
S E E M G O A T E A U
T H E B R A D Y B U N C H
P A I D A V I S I T
B A S R A L E N D
L E A K E D
A R T E R
O R K
R A E
C O E U R
A C O R N
G E L S
L O U P E
R A Y D O N O V A N
S O N S O F A N A R C H Y
K O D A T I C
S E A M
I T S
K Y L E
E D N A

Sudoku Solution

3 2 7 1 9 6 5 8 4
9 1 5 4 2 8 6 3 7
6 8 4 3 5 7 2 9 1
7 3 1 2 8 5 9 4 6
5 6 2 9 7 4 3 1 8
8 4 9 6 1 3 7 5 2
1 7 6 5 4 9 8 2 3
2 5 3 8 6 1 4 7 9
4 9 8 7 3 2 1 6 5

Take 5 Solution

S T U E E
S L E E T
S L E E T
S E A U S
G R A N D A T H E S E D
A N D S O
A N D S O
L O N E
L O N E
T U N E
T U N E
S T U E E

Screen Scramble Solution

ANSWER: REGINA HALL

SCARY MOVIE

GRAND ATHESED

ALLEY MCDERMAL

ALLY McBEAL

BLACK MONDAY

NINE PERFECT STRANGERS